Evaluation of the
Champions Board
Approach
Young People’s Summary

Chapter 1

INTRODUCTION
About this report
This report sets out findings from an evaluation of the Champions Board approach.
The evaluation explores the impact of the Champions Board approach, and the
difference it has made for young people and organisations.
The report involved:

REVIEW
A review of documents about Champions Boards

YOUNG PEOPLE DISCUSSIONS

67 discussions with young people with care experience
from 17 of the 21 Champions Boards

STAFF DISCUSSIONS

44 discussions with staff from 21Champions Boards
PARTNER DISCUSSIONS

96 discussions with partners from 21 Champions Boards
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Involving young people as peer researchers
Young people with care experience have also been involved in the evaluation as peer
researchers. Eleven peer evaluators were closely involved in producing this report. They
helped with interviews, analysis and report writing. Their help, advice and support has
been invaluable.

Read in full
To find out more, you can download the full evaluation report here:
https://bit.ly/3kt8ekc.
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Chapter 2

CHAMPIONS BOARDS
What are Champions Boards
Champions Boards support young people with care experience to influence decisions
which affect their lives. Through Champions Boards, young people engage, challenge
and influence those who make decisions about services with the aim of bringing about
positive change. Boards provide space for young people and organisations to come
together to improve how services are designed and delivered.
The Life Changes Trust has funded 21 Champions Boards across Scotland since 2016.
They are all at different stages. Each Board is run in a way that suits local needs. Many
Boards employ young people or adults with care experience. What each Board has in
common is that it includes:

WAYS OF ENGAGING YOUNG PEOPLE
Including drop in groups, social activities and group meetings for young
people of different ages, or to focus on specific issues. In some areas,
young people have their own Champions Board space for meeting up.

ENGAGING WITH CORPORATE PARENTS
In many Boards, young people and Corporate Parents - like health,
police, social work, care, education - meet together to discuss issues.

STAFF SUPPORT
Most Boards have staff, like a Development Officer and one or more
Participation Assistant. The Boards are committed to employing young
people with care experience in the Participation Assistant role, and
other similar roles.
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The Life Changes Trust also funds a National Champions Board Network. This provides
opportunities for Boards, and others doing similar work, to connect, support one another
and share learning. Since March 2020 these connections have taken place virtually.

The Promise
The work of the Champions Boards fits closely with ‘The Promise’, which is a
commitment to love young people with care experience and give them the childhood
they deserve. This work began through the Independent Care Review, which started in
2016 as the Champions Board approach was being developed. The reports of the Care
Review and The Promise were published in 2020, and a plan for bringing about change
for young people with care experience was produced in 2021. The work of The
Promise helped to put Champions Boards on the political map.

Read in full
To find out more, you can download the full evaluation report here:
https://bit.ly/3kt8ekc.
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Chapter 3

TAKING PART IN
CHAMPIONS BOARDS
How a Champions Board feels
Young people said that being involved in Champions Boards feels good, positive,
empowering, special and rewarding.

FAMILY

FUN

Not the only one
Wanted
Community
Part of something

Happy
Fun
YOUNG PEOPLE

YOUNG PEOPLE

Interesting
Tremendous
Enjoyable
Energising
Refreshing
STAFF AND PARTNERS

RIGHTS

Belonging
Humble
Privilege
STAFF AND PARTNERS

CHANGE

Respectful
Open
Free
Non-judgemental

Worthwhile
Advocating
Helping others
YOUNG PEOPLE

YOUNG PEOPLE

Rights-based
Honest
Natural

Making a difference
Impact
Essential learning

STAFF AND PARTNERS

STAFF AND PARTNERS
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Young people used lots of words to describe how Champions Boards are fun, there
was a sense of family, and they were focused on rights and change. Staff and
partners also used words around these themes to describe how Champions Boards
feel. Young people only used positive words to describe how it feels to be involved in
a Champions Board.
However, partners - like people working in social work, health, justice, education - also
used other words to describe their experience as well as highlighting very positive
feelings. Some staff and partners described feeling challenged by their involvement in
Champions Boards. Most felt it was good that the Champions Board challenged them,
held them to account and made them feel uncomfortable at times. They felt that this
was one of the ways in which change came about. But it was quite a different way of
working for many.

Listening to young people
There was strong agreement across almost all young people, partners and staff that
young people are listened to and respected within the Champions Board approach.
Young people feel that they have a real opportunity to take the lead and to influence
decision making.
It makes me feel like I'm actually
listened to."
YOUNG PERSON

However, a few young people said that although they were listened to at meetings, this
didn't result in change. This made them feel disappointed.
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Involving young people - what works well
THEME
RELATIONSHIPS

OPTIONS, CREATIVITY
AND FUN

ENVIRONMENT AND
SPACE

STRUCTURE AND
SUPPORT

YOUNG PEOPLE'S
VIEWS

STAFF AND
PARTNER VIEWS

Comfortable environment
where you can say what you
want
Open and non-judgemental

Relationships between
professionals and young people

Involved in a way that suits
Games, quizzes, treasure
hunts, team building exercises
and chat, making films and
audio recordings

Different ways to express your
views
Using creativity and fun

Not formal or would get bored
Food, eating and cooking
together
Flexible, can come just for a
cup of tea and a biscuit
Dedicated space to meet up
Take time and space on your
own if needed and engage
when ready

A relaxed environment,
informality and humour
Food and drinks
Meet in different settings like
a café or online
Warm and welcoming venue
Creating a young people’s
space

Anonymous scenarios based
on real experiences
Support but no pressure
Fair - everyone has the
chance to speak and give
their opinion
Young people plan in
advance who will lead each
part of the discussion

Being issue or topic focused not about own experience
Support for young people
Well chaired or facilitated
sessions
Clear agenda and updates on
progress
Providing feedback regularly even on issues that take a
long time to work through

Read in full
To find out more, you can download the full evaluation report here: https://bit.ly/3kt8ekc.
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Chapter 4

IMPACT ON YOUNG PEOPLE
Relationships
Almost all young people involved in this evaluation felt strongly that the
Champions Board was helping them to build and strengthen
relationships. Many young people talked of the Champions Board
feeling like a family. Young people built relationships both with peers
and with adults through the Boards.

Confidence
Almost all young people involved in this evaluation felt that by being
involved in the Champions Board, they were increasing their
confidence. This included confidence trying new things, speaking to
people and sharing ideas. Many developed confidence in themselves,
building their self-esteem and feeling more positive about their
experiences and having care experience.
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Skills and opportunities
Almost all young people involved in this
evaluation said that they enjoyed learning
new things through the Champions Board.
Many developed skills around teamwork,
leadership, resilience, problem solving and
creativity, independence, employability, as
well as practical life skills like cooking. A few
mentioned that their involvement with the
Champions Board helped them to reengage with school or feel more confident
learning in school.

I wasn’t confident in classes
but when I went to Champs
we sometimes did homework
sessions, so they helped me
to get my school work up to
standard.”

YOUNG PERSON

Leadership
Most young people felt that being involved
in the Champions Board helps them to feel
that they could be a leader. Some feel they
are already acting as leaders through the
Champions Board, including becoming role
models, adapting their behaviour, leading on
key areas of work, helping peers and
volunteering their time. But some of the
young people we interviewed felt
uncomfortable using the word ‘leader’ when
thinking of themselves.

I am helping make a change. I
feel I have a purpose. I'm very
passionate about it."
YOUNG PERSON
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Goals and aspirations
Most of the young people we spoke with felt
that because of their involvement in the
Champions Board, their aspirations were
developing or strengthening and their focus
on achieving their goals had become clearer.
Many indicated that being involved in the
Champions Board helped them to see the
range of employment and learning
opportunities available. Having the
opportunity to work for the Champions Board
makes a big impact on the aspiration of the
young people involved.

It's given me a taste of where
I want to go in life."
YOUNG PERSON

Health and wellbeing
Many young people felt that the Champions
Board helped them to be more active - as they
became more confident going out of the
house, confident going to the gym, busier,
happier and more positive. Champions Boards
helped young people during lockdowns, giving
them a purpose, a distraction and a route to
support and connect with others. A few felt that
being involved helps with their mental health,
supporting them through difficult times and
providing a supportive network.

Read in full
To find out more, you can download the full evaluation report here: https://bit.ly/3kt8ekc.
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Chapter 5

CHANGING HOW
ORGANISATIONS WORK
Evidence of change
There was clear evidence from young people that the
Champions Boards help organisations to better understand
care experience.
Young people said that Corporate Parents aree looking at
young people differently, seeing them as individuals and
thinking about the language they should use. Partners are
developing a greater understanding of:
• care experience, trauma, and the strengths, commitment
and individuality of young people with care experience
• corporate parenting responsibilities
• how the decisions they make impact on people’s lives
• what they could contribute to the agenda.
Through Champions Boards, many partners feel more
committed to bringing about change. Champions Boards help
to remind people about what their job is for - to support
children, young people and families. This helps people to
make decisions to support young people, and feel more
confident challenging unfair situations.
A few partners said that the wider context, with The Promise
and a focus on children’s rights, helps to give partners
permission to really listen to children and young people and try
out the things they suggest.
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However, a few Champions Board staff felt that although there
is now a greater understanding and commitment among
partners, some are still not sure how to take action to bring
about change.
Most felt that the Champions Board approach means that they
work better with other teams, services and organisations.
Partners felt that the Champions Boards connect them around
the issues that were important to young people.
Most (82% Champions Board Scorecard 2020) feel that there
is a commitment from partners to long term support for the
Champions Board process. In many areas staff and partners
are confident that the work is embedded within the culture of
organisations and will continue. Many said that The Promise
helps to gather support for Champions Board type
approaches. But, in a few cases the end of funding from the
Life Changes Trust, and the Covid-19 pandemic combined to
lead to uncertainty about the future of the Champions Board.

Read in full
To find out more, you can download the full evaluation report here and read Chapter 6:
https://bit.ly/3kt8ekc.
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Chapter 6

IMPACT ON POLICY AND
PRACTICE
Can young people bring about change?
Most people felt that Champions Boards make a difference to the way organisations
do things - their approaches, policies and plans. Most could point to a clear change
achieved by the Champions Board (91% Champions Board Scorecard 2020.)
Most felt that because of the Champions Boards, young people with care experience
now have services that better meet their needs (85% Champions Board Scorecard
2020).
Most young people felt able to bring about change. Most said that they had either
contributed to a change in policy or practice or were working on something which
would soon make a big difference to young people with care experience.
I think it's changing things. We're making
a change for the young people coming
into the system."
YOUNG PERSON

However, young people’s ability to talk about bringing about change varied a lot
between Champions Boards. A few of the young people we spoke with couldn’t
point to any changes that had happened because of their Champions Board. Of
these young people, a few felt very much able to express issues, get involved and
feel respected but felt that discussions were not followed up or translated into
action.
Some staff and partners felt that change needs to happen more quickly and in a way
that young people could see. These partners hope that the Champions Board will
lead to real change in the longer term.
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What kind of changes took place?
Champions Boards are helping to make things better for young people with care
experience, often helping local partners to take forward things that were identified as
important through the work of the Independent Care Review and The Promise. This
includes:
• ensuring young people with care experience leave care only when ready, can
access housing options and do not have to enter the homelessness system
• implementing council tax exemptions
• ensuring brothers and sisters are able to stay together
• nurturing and supporting young people with care experience in schools
• supporting the mental health of young people with care experience
• increasing opportunities to access employment and training
• stopping early criminalisation of young people with care experience
• introducing new approaches to Children’s Hearings.
EXAMPLE: HOUSING OPTIONS
Midlothian House Project allows young people to remain in a placement as long as
they need to and then gives them support to move into a tenancy of their own.
Previously young people would have ended up in supported accommodation or
homeless. The security offered by this programme allows young people to focus on
other parts of their lives - like qualifications or college.

EXAMPLE: ACCESSING CARE EXPERIENCED BURSARIES
In Aberdeen, the Champions Board raised awareness of the Care Experienced
Bursary. This led to an increase in the number of young people with care experience
accessing further and higher education options, increasing by 30% between 2018
and 2020.
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EXAMPLE: INFLUENCING MENTAL HEALTH SUPPORT IN SCHOOLS
Young people in East Renfrewshire’s Champions Board felt that mental health
support was important within schools. A small mental health team has now been
specifically established for young people with care experience. There are now two
mental health nurses who prioritise young people with care experience within
school. This change occurred as a result of young people involved in the Champions
Board seeking a service which can support their mental health over time, based on a
relationship-based approach and flexibility, with no waiting time or complex referral
processes.

EXAMPLE: IMPROVING HEARINGS
Young people involved in Inverclyde Champions Board worked alongside the
Children’s Reporter to improve the Children’s Hearing Service. Young people were
involved in the re-design of the centre and have co-designed resources to support
young people which are visible in the waiting areas. This includes a ‘jargon buster’
wall and a ‘did you know?’ wall. The Board is also creating an interactive, child
friendly version of the better hearings action plan.

EXAMPLE: EMPLOYMENT THROUGH THE PROMISE
In North Lanarkshire, the local authority took on four young people as ‘Promise’
development workers. Three of these were previously involved with the Champions
Board with two continuing their involvement to date. These are paid jobs within the
council.

Read in full
To find out more, you can download the full evaluation report here
and read Chapter 5: https://bit.ly/3kt8ekc.
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What's next?
Many Boards have adapted their approach to ensure that the work continues beyond
the life of the Life Changes Trust funding. Of the 21 Boards supported by the Trust:
One is now supported through permanent, dedicated positions.
Three are continuing with support from within the local authority. In one of these areas,
children and family services has made a commitment to significant resourcing to
continue direct engagement with the Champions Board, and for this to become broader
in scope. In another, a Your Voice, Our Promise team has been created to continue the
Champions Board work through existing staff roles.
One has ring-fenced funding for the Champions Board within a wider re-design of
Children’s Services, based on a report setting out the funds needed from each service
to sustain the Board at its current level.
One is being continued to April 2022 due to additional funding focusing on mental
health.
Two have used their existing funding to last longer through 2021,and in one of these
areas senior management have assured that the Champions Board is a priority service
and will be continued.
Two are exploring options formally with Corporate Parents for supporting the
Champions Board.

Staff in the Champions Boards said they are strongly committed to the work. They feel
confident that the approach will continue to be supported by Corporate Parents in the
future.

Read in full
To find out more, you can download the full evaluation report here:
https://bit.ly/3kt8ekc.
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